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Need to manage product variations and exceptions? There's a solution. Gerber AccuPlan - with exact measurements, including shape data - allows you to manage these items and highlight their necessity within your production processes and improve efficiency. To help you manage
work in progress and the possibility of material not being available, use Gerber AccuPlan to generate an order plan with the possibility of short-cuts; or work directly on the marker to anticipate in-stock flow. Best of all, each plan can be generated independently, allowing you to plan,
order and deliver individual orders in a production process. Traffic management is a key element of any thriving production environment. AccuPlan allows you to generate work orders, events, and alerts as needed. Gerber AccuPlan works with WorkFusion (SOHO) or your ERP system
to give you an easy way to generate alerts based on materials, parts, or safety stock. Always strive for perfection. Gerber AccuMark can help you do just that by offering you a unique surface measurement capability that offers an unprecedented precision for your markers. Use the

measurement data to generate accurate patterns that meet your exacting requirements. Reach new heights in your cutting efficiency by uploading CAD files. Gerber AccuPlan supports all of the most commonly used CAD platforms. You have the ability to convert patterns from many
different file types to Gerber format to facilitate integration into your production system. If you can see it, you can cut it. Need a solution to all of your production-related problems? Want to get your feet wet in the cut-room world? Gerber AccuPlan offers the perfect solution. The tool

features an intuitive, user-friendly interface, and comes packed with all of the capabilities you need. Plus, Gerber AccuPlan is completely customizable, giving you complete control over your application's behavior. The software also allows you to integrate multiple data sources, so you
can use barcodes, customer orders, and even Y-axis cutter data for quick order generation or single-order alerts.

FULL Gerber Family (Accumark, Accuscan, Accunest)l

Learn and make your mark as a cutting-room expert and improve productivity. Gerber AccuPlan lets you develop your best practices, troubleshoot your production environment, and quickly and efficiently integrate with your existing processes. The solution is not only easy to use, but
it's comprehensive and fully supported. Gerber is here to stay and we've already made a great first impression with AccuPlan, so hit the ground running by downloading your free cutting-room software today. Want the best user experience in digital solutions? Get more from your

AccuMark suite of products and services with data conversion built-in to the Enterprise edition, as well as the ability to develop and deploy your own markers and accessories. Sportech, known as one of the worlds leading suppliers of electrical, mechanical and industrial equipment,
brings more than 135 years of product innovation, leadership and marketing experience to the process industries. Sportech continually seeks to deliver long-term sustainable growth through its global product portfolio, customer-focused engineering services and world-class

manufacturing operations. Sportech is a member of the Networld Alliance, an association of the leading global suppliers of electrical and industrial products and services in the process industries. Sportech is the globally active brandmark of the Sportech group, which also includes the
brandmarks Accumark, Accuscan, Accunest and Accuplan. Sportech is a fully integrated supplier delivering mechanical and electrical product solutions for the food, beverage, chemicals, feed, pharmaceutical, tire, mining and oil and gas industries. Sportech is currently manufacturing

in various locations including Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Portugal, United Kingdom and the United States. 5ec8ef588b
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